
 

MOST DANGEROUS APPS YOUR KIDS MAY BE USING! 

 

Houseparty – video chatting, allows predators to get kids info! 

Kik – Allows any random stranger to message kids undetected 

MeetMe – Any msg. anytime app uses GPS features for locating the device and helping the users to connect to those who are 

nearby. 

Vine – A dangerous app used for video sharing online. It helps the users to send videos with a length of six seconds on the online 

platform. The application also helps in video sharing with unknowns using the same platform. 

Chatruletka - social, “cam-chat” app that connects users with strangers around the world via randomly selected video calls.  

INSTAGRAM - Because it is so popular with minors, Instagram is the site most used by child predators!  Teen and Tween users tend 

to use the platform as a “digital diary,” sharing full names, phone numbers, email addresses, and even their exact locations. 

Additionally, Instagram posts are publicly viewable by default. 

Naptime – Instagram related content 

Tinder – Allows predators to locate kids 

TikTok – Worldwide unrestricted video sharing 

Facebook – Allows traffickers to attract, then groom or recruit anyone 

Snapchat - #1 sexting app tied to “snap porn” and traffickers 

Blendr - Kids using the app for sexting and sending nude selfies 

Whisper - Sexual predators also use the app to locate and build relationships 

Ask.fm – Cyber- bullying site associated with nine documented cases of suicide 

Poof - Allows users to make other apps “disappear” on their phone 

Omegle - Sexual predators use this app to find kids and track them 

Periscope – traffickers target kids live and use GPS to track them 

 

PARENT APPS – IT IS “PROTECTING” NOT “SPYING”! 

 

BARK - monitors text messages, YouTube, emails, and 24 different social networks for potential safety concerns 

KidsGuard Pro - App to monitor child's phone in a variety of ways. It can monitor by far more than 30 features, from current GPS 

location, geofence, texts, calls, browsing history, social media apps like Instagram, WhatsApp, which addresses the main concerns 

of a parent today. 

Others: 

NetNanny  Qustodio  MamaBear FamiSafe 

Pumpic  Phone Sheriff Teensafe  Netsanity 

Mobistealth  Ourpact  Find My Kids Family Time 

 

FBI Child ID - app lets parents store their family member photos plus other identification (height, weight, hair and eye color, age) for 

quick access a member ever goes missing. 

 


